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&asurements have been made of the drag at zero'lift on a series of low 
drag delta wings of diamond crox -section, with and without distruxted 
roughness. 

After allowance has been made for the skin friction, wave drag factors 
obtained have been compared with theoretical estimates. It is shown that 
thin-wing theory gives reasonably reliable estimates for thenaw drag factwr 
(Ice) but that it tends to overestunate the change in drn& GS the trailing edge 

slope is increased. 

Slender body theory rhould not be relied upon td calculate the zero lift 
wave drag factoro since in the region of the trailing~edge the assumption of 

slenderness-I ID2 $=I <( 
, 

I@yyl + l$,,l] ls only valid for a very rectricted 

range of wrigs., 

i 

Replaces R.&.X. Tech. Note lo. Aero 2871 - A.B.C. 2Jt8d. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

i 

Sfirodynamic investigations aimed at the design of large transport air- 
crnft to a-use at supersonx speeds x-~lude the search for shop-edged delta- 
like wings with subsonic lecding edges rrhich have low drag, in particular, a 
low volume-dependent wave drag. Athough other considerations m&e It llltely 
that the planform of such an aircraft nould have streetwise tips and that its 
cross -section ~wuld bulge ,-long the centre-line, some particular problems can 
be investigated on simpler shapes such as delta wings, with diamond cross- 
sections, for which theoretical calculations and model manufacture can be more 
easily accomplished. 

The zero-lift drag coefficient for a vmng in supersonic flou IS usually 
assumed to be made up of three parts, viz, wave dra;, friction drag, and 
viscous form drcc. The volume-dependent wave drLng is the drag of the wing in 
invlsid florr, the friction drag is due to the shear stress :.t the surface, and 
the viscous form drag is the pressure drag associated with the presence of a 
boundxy layer. 

In supersonic wind tunnel znvestigctions, a direct measurement of the 
nave dreg osnnot readily be obtained since the viscous form drag cannot easily 
be separatea from 1t. It 1s usual to measure the totLZt form drag and compare 
thu mth the calculated wave drag. 

. 
The nave dr<-g of the mngs to be investigated here has been stutied 

tiieoretically by Weberl and Smith and Thomson2. Two theories have been used, 
thin-ning theory and slender-body theory; whereas the former makes the 
assumption of thinness but not slenderness the latter makes the assumption of 
slenderness. The further assumption of thinness in the slender theory does not 
affect the results for the wings bein:, considered, so any difference betneen 
the theoretical results may be primarily attributed to a violatlon of the 
slenderness assumption. These theories are based on the assumption of M 
invisid flow and one objeot of the present tests is, therefore, to look for any 
indication of possible effects of viscosity. Further, the theories are based 
on the linearised equations of motion for supersonic flows; hence another 
obJect of the tests IS to look for eny deviations that may be interpreted as 
having been caused by non-linear, such as transonic, phenomena. 

The most direct measurement of the total form drag is from tho zntcgration 
of detailed pressure measurements over the aing surfaces. This method is 
tedious end, since relatively lcrge models are required, can only be used in 
large wind tunnels. 1. less direct deteraunation of the total form drag is to 
measure the tots2 dreg and make an sllonance for the friction drag. The 
absolute m~tntude of the total form drag will then be in doubt due to 
uncertainties in the estimation of the stin friction, but the method is sultcble 
for comparrng nave drags on rilngs of the szme plcnform nith different thickness 
distributions. 

The present investigation uses the indirect method for the detcrminatlon 
of the total form drag ?.nd covers the measurement of the total drag at zero lift 
on a series of delta wings, with diamond cross-seotlons and with volume 
distributions nhich progressively become geometriodlly less smooth and less 
slender. 
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2 DESCRlIYTION OF THE MCDELS 

2.1 Design 

All the wings are of delta planform and have an aspect ratio of unity, 
unswept trailing edge, diamond cross-sections and equal volume 

(z = v/(sco)3'2 = 0.05). The wings are then completely defined by the 

cross-sectional area distribution, which for the models of these tests is 
given by 

y 
0 / 

.I- 
“2 

= E;2 (I - .5) 
t 

An 9 
0 

(1) 

where F;(s "/co) is the chordwise station as a fraction of the centre line 

chord and is measured from the apex, The coefficients An are given in 
Table I and the distributions of the cross-sectional area and of the 
thiclazess at the centre line for all wings are given in Figs.1 and 2. 

Wings 1 to 4 form a series with progressively steeper slopes at the 
trailing edge, obtained by rather localised bulges in the region of the 
trailing edge. Each gives within this particular family of wings a minimum 
value of the wave drag, by slender body theory, for a particular value of 
the first derivative of the cross-sectional area at the trailing edge [S'(l)] 

and for G/co = 0.4. The wave drag, calculated by thin-wing theory, is also 

close to a mrnimum and all the values, according to both approximations, lie 
close to their respective lower-bound envelopes for this particular family of 
shapes (see Ref.1). But the actual values from the two theories differ more 
and more from one another as the slope at the trailing edge Increases, those 
from slender body theory being the lower. All four of these wings have their 
maximum cross-sectional areas at about half the length of the wing. 

The other two unrigs of the series (wings E and G) were investigated in 
Ref.2. Both are reasonably geometrically smooth but the position of the 
maximum cross-sectional area is further aft, i.e. at 6% and 7y‘ of the 
length of the wing for wing E and G respectively. They belong to the same 
family of wings as the first series and both give minimum values of the wave 
drag by thin-wing theory for the particular locations of the maximum oross- 

sectional area and for B/co = 0.6. These minirmun values lie again close to 

the lower-bound envelope and the general drag values stay near this envelope 

even much lower values of !3S/co. 

2.2 Construction 

The first four models (wings 1 to 4) were constructed of steel plate 
with a centre-line template and the regions between the template and the 
leading edges filled with araldite. The nose tip, and the region near the 
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trailing edge have steel sue faces (Fig. 5). This method of construction was 
attempted in an effort to avoid some tangent-plane grinding and so reduce the 
time required for manufacture. This technique failed to improve on existing 
methods since, the main steel plate and template distorted when the araldite 
was applied, and some cracking of the araldite occurred in the later stages or 
manufacture. Yiing E was constructed of steel and @-ound by the tangent-plane 
method, wzth the final finishing completed by hand. Wing G was roughed out in 
steel but had a thin layer (approximately 0.02" thxk) of araldite forrmng the 
surface. This method worked extremely well since the araldlte was easier to 
machine and the time Involved in final handwork was reduced. It should, 
however, be pointed out that, although the method J.C: suitable for models where 
only small lift forces are to be measured, zt may not be suitable for other 
models due to a loss of strength nesr the wing tips. 

All the w=ngr, which were 12 inches long, have a thrn circular sting 
vrhir'l modifies the area distribution over the last 1% of the centre-line 
chord but modifies only a:,out 1% of the surface area. The sting diameter 1s 
Y$ of the wug span, All the planform edges of the models had a nominal 
0.002 lnrh radrus and the thzckness distrlbutxons were modified to include 
this small extra thickness. 

The wings were mounted on a special support which incorporated a form of 
chuck for holding the model strng, The chuck was mounted on the front end of 
a twn cantilever type of strain gauged drag balance. The balance also had 

, extra strain gauges on the cutllevere for the determination of the zero-lift 
condition. The stings were extremely flexible. An extra model "steady" was 

therefore ucorporated for use when starting and stopping the vend tunnel, and 
1 also for use at high stagnation pressures If the model started to oscillate. 

The extra steady took the form of a tube which was supported on bearings and 
could be traversed forward to steady the model in about 3 seconds. F1g.3 shows 
photographs of one of the wings mounted in the wuxzl tunnel. The right hand 
photograph show the steady In the forward position sumorting the model on 
spring loaded rubber pads. Lzmrt s+atches and a solid stop avoid the balance 
being overloaded. 

3 EXPERIh0WML EQUIPMZNT AND ACCURACY 

3.1 Wind tunnel 

The models were mounted w the R.A.E. No.19 (18" x 18") supersoxuc wind 
tunnel which 1s a continuous return-flow closed-circuit tunnel with a nominal 
Mach number range of 1.4 to 2.2 with a square worlung section 18 xnohes wide at 
all Mach numbers. In the present tests the stagnation pressure was varied up 
to a maxi 

2 
um of 60 inches of mercury corresponding to a maxzmum Reynolds number 

of 9 x IO based on the wing centre line chord". 

The stagnataon temperature was kept constant for all tests at a particular 
Marh number such that the model remained close to normal temperature (15'C) 

i 

41 The lirmtation on stagnation pressure was determined by sting strength 
since at pres-we3 higher than 60 inches of mercury it was found that the naodel 
oscillated more than could be permitted. The rend tunnel could otherwise be 
run at stagnatlon pressures up to @I. inches of mercury, 
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except for tests at Reynolds numbers less than about 2 x 10 Tzhere it was 6 

found that the stagnation temperature dropped even with the tunnel cooler 
fully closed. 

The tunnel air was kept dry during these tests using a dry-air 
interchange system. The tunnel humidity was measured during the tests and 
no results were recorded until the humidity was less than 0.0002 lb of water 
per lb of dry air. . 

3.2 Accuracy 

3.2.1 Tunnel f10~ 

The s\rpersonic nozzles used for these tests are all double sided and 
the l.!ach nundoer distribution has been obtained but not the flow inclination. 
The b%ch number distributions along the centre line of the tunnel where the 
model Is situated are given in Fig.4. The changes of the Mach number are 
reasonably gradual over the region occupied by the nmdel and are within the 
following limits:- 

M = 1.40 +0.010 
M = 1.58 +O.OlZ 
M q 2.cn ?0.020 
M = 2.19 kO.008 

However, these changes are large enough to affect the drag measurements 
which are susceptible to errors due to the consequential changes of the static 
pressure along the axis of the tunnel (buoyancy effect). It is shown in 
Appendix 1 how the resulting correction to the drag coefficient can be 
calculated under the assumption that the static pressure gradient is constant. 
The changes allowed for, in the present tests, are givenby the dashed lines 
in Fig.4 and the following corrections have been applied to all the measured 
drag results:- 

M = 2.01 "CD = -0.coo48 

M fi 2.19 -AS0 = to.oOOl2 
0 

No oorrection for M = 1.40 and 1.58. 

3.2.2 Measurements 

Estimates of the accuracy of the measurements made by the strain gauged 
balance suggest that over the test 

'"s" 
h number range and at the highest 

Reynolds numbers tested (Re = 8 x IO ) the errors in the drag coefficients are 
within the following limiter- 

~0.0co05 53.9 
0 

To obtain corresponifng figures for lowsr Reynolds numbers this value 
should be increased by the ratio of the Reynolds number& 



The drag results have been adJusted by the apglication of an increment 
corresponding to the difference between the measured base pressure and that of 
the free stream acting over the sting base area, so that the base pressure 
coefficient 1s zero. When wave drag factors (I<,) are deduced a further 

allowance is made for the influence of the sting on the pressure field over the 
rear of the wing (see pma.7.2). 

4 EXPERINEXTAL TZCHNIQIj?G 

The results of many wind tunnel tests, like the present series, are 
analysed by estimating the amount of skin friction drag contained in the over- 
all drag, according to some established theoretical method. This presupposes 
that the state of the boundary layer LS knoim. Under mind tune1 condltrons, 
and dependent upon the Reynolds number, turbulence level of the stream and the 
shape of the model, the boundary layer IS normally found to be laminar over 
some part of the ii~ng; thus is followed by a transition region of finite strew 
viise extent and finally by a fully turbulent layer. The extent of these regions 
is difficult to observe; for instance, most techniques for indicating transition 
should seem to indicate neither where the layer ceases to be lnmindr nor where 
the layer becomes truly turbulent but some point in between, And even if these 
regions were sufficiently well knovm, there exists no method which can cope 
cvlth so complicated a boundary layer flow, especially if the trensltion region 
takes up an appreciable portion of the wing chord as lt is likely to do on 
relatively small models. It is, therefore, preferred to make the boundary layer 
wholly turbulent by artificial means such as roughness bands. This has the 
added advantage when testing aircraft models that the method for estimating the 
skin friction can be the same for the model and. for the full-scale aircraft, if 
the latter can be assumed to have a fully turbulent boundary layer. The 
application of roughness bands to force transition introduces, however, its 
own problems and these are investlgatcd ln some more detail in the present 
tests in which relatively small models are used at Reynolds numbers which are 
not unduly small. 

4.1 Transxtion bands 

It is well known that distributed roughness is an efflclent method of 
changing the transition pattern on a wing, and, provided the @Cain size is 
large enough, non-laminar boundary-layer flow can occur at or very close* to 
the dlstributug elements3,4,5. The pCains themselves can, however, disrupt 
the boundary layer such that a truly turbulent layer does not occur until 
further downstream. It is not known what influence this has on the skxn 
friction. 

Pesticularly in small supersonic wind tunnels the grain size required to 
provide a non-laminar boundary layer can be such that the drag of the transition 
band is significant compared with the drag being measured, It is then 
essential to be able to eliminate any drag due to the grains which is not 
associated with changing the boundary layer to a truly turbulent one. 

* There is some evidence that for single roughness elements there is a 6 
minimum distance behind the roughness at which transition begins to take place , 
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Normal techniques for applying grains to the surface of a model by means 
of adhesives which harden, call for a fire-control spray gun, and an 
experienced operatorT; even then it is very difficult, if not impossible, to 
ensure an even coverage with the correct distribution each time the grains are , 
applied. It t:'as therefore decided to see if instead some simple technique 
could be found. 

The transition bands must have the following properties if reliable and 
repeatable results are to be obtained in a reasonable time. 

(1) Simple to apply, 

(2) Unifo,rm and repeatable coverage. 

(3) Grain s muot not be blown off during the experiment. 

(4) It must be possible to estimate the drag due to the grains which 
is not acsociated with changing the boundary layer to a truly twtulent one. 

A oznrple transition bond wao obtained which ratisfied conditions (1) and 

t 
2) a'bove by using dokble sided sellotape marketed by Gordon and Gotch 
~ellotape) Limited of London, E.C.2. The techruque was to stick the tape 

onto a metal plate, remove the separating tape, and then sprinkle Carborundum 
of the required grain size onto the tape*. In order to obtain consistent 
coverage, it was found necessary to saturate the area with oarborundum and 
then brush off the surplus. 

The mean grain sizes used were obtained by hand sieving the carborundum 
and computing the mean height of a single layer of grain:: (a?r gaps not 
included) uruformly distributed on the surface. 

The band was vrrapped round the leading edge of the model since it was 
felt that this was preferable to having two bands with a step at the beginning 
of each. A possible disadvantage of the method is the excessive thxkness of 
the tape (0.002 inches) and its associated layers of glue (about 0.001 inches 
each), A check was made which showed the increase in drag due to the band 
alone (i.e. change in wave drag and change in skin friction drag) was 
negligible at the highest Reynolds number tested. At lower Reynolds numbers 
the change in drag was significant but may be attributed, at least partially, 
to a change in the skin friction drag**, 

Fig.5 shows iting 2 with transition bands (mean grain height 0.0038 inches) 
wrapped round the leading edges and Fig.6 gives photomicrographs of specimen 
roughness bands. 
0.25 inches. 

The width of the band on each side of the wing was 

* Qrborundurn is probably not the best type of roughness element to use 
since its Irregular shape m&as It difficult to determine the mean grain size. 
Uniform glass balls (bsllontini) are now available from English Glass Co. Ltd, 
of Itsicester. 

** See Fig.T(b) for results. 
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Inspection of the models before and after test confirmed that very few 

r 
ains wrc bloom off the transition bands during testing, so that condition 

3) above wa: fulfilled. Discussion of the requirements of the last condition 
stated above will be left until the results ue discussed as a whole in 
section 6.1. 

5 - PFW5EiVATION OF TX REXKTS I_ Lb ,I i 

Result? ha-ve been obtalned for each vnng test,?d with free traiil;itlon and 
with up to four transitlon bawls of dlffercnt grain sizes. The results are 
given U-I Figc.7, 8 and 9 in terms of the drag coeffzcient based on plan area. 

The results were obtained at various Seynolds numbers for each transztion 
band but curves at constant Reynolds number have also been dravm. The wngs 
and the i%ch numLers at rmlch they have been tested are given in the chart 
below. 

. . . . I I ( I I ( 

Ma2 -- Ma2 -- 
J;iing IMing 

Number x ' Number x ' 
1 1 213 213 !41E !41E 

/ iGi / iGi 1 j 1 I 1 j 1 I 
I I 

1.4 1.4 
x I x I Ix Ix 

1.58 1.58 x! XI x! XI 

2.01 2.01 'X x x x 'X x x x x jx x jx 

I 2.19 / /X ( ix / / 
- 

fU1 the results (3lgo.7 to 3) inhere transition hands have been 
used have a characteristic shape for the change in drag with Reynolds 
number. It would appear that as the 2eynoldr: number IS reduced the 
skin frirtion drag coeffuxent first of all increases and then 
decreases rapidly. This 1s what would be expected if the boundary 
layer rhangcd fairly rapidly from a fully turbulent condition to one 
in which quite a large area oi‘ laminu flow occurs behind the disturbing 
elements. The same form of change XI drag with Reynolds number has been 
found by h%abey8. 

Curves at constant Reynolds number have also been drawn, but their 
shape is not well defined for small graxn sizes. It has, however, been 
found that within quote close IunIts the variatlun of drag at constant 
Reynolds num?e? LS linear for l?.rgi: CnOUgh pain sizes. The infOmtj.On 

published on the grain size rerluired for non-laminar boundary layer flow at, 
cr very close to, the disturbing elements3&,5 is not at all consistent, lut 
covers the values swgested here by the departure of the curves at oonstnnt 
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Reynolds number from a linear variation with grain size. The work of Luthe& 
on bodies using rou:hncss on the nose only, gives results consistent nith those 
obtained here, except, that m Ref.16 there was no measurable increase in drag 
with grain size above some critical grain size, which suggests thct the linear 
increase in dr2.g measured here is directly attributable to the drag on the 
grams. The critic:1 Reynolds numbers obtained from the trends of the present 
results at constant Reynolds number (Table 2) are larger than those suggested 
by the form of t!ls curve a: constcnt grain size. It mey therefore be misleading 
to assume that the bounucry lzycr 1s sufficiently disturbed, to obtain a fully 
non-lominar boundcry layer, as soon as the drag coefficient starts to decrease 
on increasing the Reynolds number. 

It is surprising that the change in drq, 171th grain size is linear for 
large enou h gr,un sises, since it it prcbsbly made up in three parts, viz. 
the pressure drag of the grans, the distortion of tne profile due to the 
presence of the grnlns and cny excec- ,,ive change in the boundary layer not 
associated nith making it truly turbulc;lt. 
the increase in drzg is due to tne wave drag 

It is not knorin nhat proportion of 
of the grams, but this could 

account for a large part of it since tnc theoretic21 max~mun momentum that 
could be destroyed by the grains is &bout twice the measured drag increment, 
The maximum was obtdined by assuming the stagnattlon prcssurc behind a normal 
shock acted over a step of the same hei ,ht as the transition band. ;ny detailed 
dimensional analysis to show whether, or not, c 1inec.r increase in drag due to 
the form drc~ on the grains would be expected seems to be prqudiced by the 
underlying assumption, that must be mnde, about the flo~i over the grains end 
the interference between them. One simple idea, that the momentum destroyed 
by the band vi11 be proportion?1 to the bnnd height (i.e. grain size) does, 
honever, give the required result, Fq.10 :ives a typical ~5;‘” of drag 
coefficient xainst srnin sl,zc at a Re;nolds number of 4. x 10 for :iing 2. This 
curve shows ell the chsracterlstics mcntlcncd abovc. 

6.2 Analysis 

The result; of Fig.10 also su&gc-st that the zero lift drag coefficient 
for the ‘in; with a truly turbultnt bound:cy layer ~111 certainly be higher 
than the free transition value (A), since for this point it IS known that at 
least part of the boundary lcyer was lcmninar; and it -fill probabl 

3 
be loner 

than the velue at which the lineor part of t!le curve commences (D , since at 
this point It is thou;ht that the boundcry leyer is filly non-laminar, but 
that the drag should include a contribution from the grains, 

Without further evidence of the influence of the grains on the boundary 
layer it is not possible to put closer bounds on the drag coefficient for the 
win; vith c truly turbulent boundary lcfer. It 1C) honever, possible to 
snalyse the results further if I’ CI is assumed that the contribution to the drag 
from the presence of the grain- aJ not rscociated vith mcking it truly turbulent 
is predominantly form drag, and is either small or has a linear dependence on 
the grain size, and IS thus removable by extrapolation, It may, however, be 
argued that at some small gra;Ln size the form drag on the grains would not be 
linear nith grain size since the grains erc becoming small compared with the 
boundary layer thickness. But since the grains exist right up to the leading 
edge the boundary layer should have only a small effect on the authenticity of 
the extrapolation. 
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Further indirect evidence supporting the method of extrapolation is that 
the wave drag factors obtained (see para.7.3) are almost independent of 
Reynolds number. Any incorrect extrapolation would have shown as an apparent 
increase inwave drag factor as the Reynolds number was increased since the 
boundary layer thickness is dependent on Reynolds number. 

6.3 Derived results 

It cannot be proved that CD 
( > 

(Fig.10) is a good approximation to the 

OT 
drag coefficient for the wing with a truly turbulent boundary layer, but at the 
moment no better approximation exists so all the results obtained have been 
analysed in terms of it. But it may reasonably be assumed that the error 
introduced by this method i s not substantially larger than the difference between 
this extrapolated value and that corresponding to point B in Flg.10. For a 
Reynolds number of 8 x 106 this is only about 3; of the overall drag because 
the grain size needed to produce a fully non-laminar layer is not very large. 
Hence this method of extrapolation can be used without introducing inadmissible 
errors in such cases where the Reynolds number is large enough for relatively 
small roughnesses to produce a non-laminar layer. If however the Reynolds 
number and the model size are relatively small and the grain size needed 
relatively large, then the uncertainties involved may become excessive. In 
general, only direct measurements of the s.kn friction through the transition 
region can reduce this uncertainty. 

Results derived by this method at all the Mach numbers at which tests 
were made are given for wing 3 and wings E in Fig.11. Fig.12 gives results for 
all the wings at a Mach number of 2.01. At the lower Re,ynolds numbers the 
form of the curves at constant Reynolds numbers (Figs.7, 8 and 9) are not well 
defined since it is not clear where the linear region starts for extrapolation, 
At these Reynolds numbers the full lines iwvo been obtcincd by assunin:: that the 
results for ihc tl;o largest grain alees are on the linex pert of the curve, mnd 
tho dashed llnos by using only the p&It on the lrqest ,:rain size curw and the 
';r::nd or' the rcwlts at hq:;ier "oynolds numbers, Tho l-.tter met:vxl ::ill 
probably give more reliable results since it is probable that only the results 
for the largest main size have a fully non-laminar boundary layer (see Table 2). 

7 DETERMINATION OF THE ZERO LIFT WAVE DRAG FXTOR (Ir,) 

The zero lift Wave drag factor (Ko) for a slender wing is defined 10 as 

being the ratio of the wave drag of the given configuration and the wave drag 
of a Sears-Hawk body of the same length and volume, 

(2) 
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As stated earlier, to obtain the wave drag factor from drag measurements 
it is 
which 

necessary to be able to estimate the contribution of the skin friction, 
will, for free transition results, also require a knowledge of the 

transition process. It is usual to neglect the contribution from the viscous 
form drag in the analysis, but it should be pointed out that influence of the * 
boundary layer on the form drag may be as high as 4$ of the wave drag at the 
Reynolds numbers of the test*. 

7.1 Estimation of the skin friction drag coefficient 

7.1.1 Fully turbulent boundary layer 

An estimation of the skip friction on a three dimensional delta wing 
with a fully turbulent boundary layer is not yet possible unless some 
simplifying assumptions are made. The simplifying assumptions used here are 
that strip-theory holds, so that two-dimensional results may be used; that 
the wing approximates to a flat plate; and that the increase in surface aPea 
above that for a flat plate may be covered by a simple factor. 

Two methods of estimation have been used. The first method was 
suggested for two-dimensional flat plates in compressible flow by Honaghan 11 

as being a simple formula to use. It is derived from incompressible results 
and uses the Blasius formula:- 

i.e. 
SF = 0.074 Re-1/5 

with a compressibility factor. It was pointed out in &naghan's note that . 
the method would only be expected to &ive reliable results over a small range 
of chord Reynolds numbers near 107, and that the extension he gives to 
compressible flow cannot fully be ,justified. 

The method has, however, been used with remarkable success by Courtney 
and Crmerodl2 and in previous unpublished work at R.A.E. Bedford on slender 
wings with diamond croso-sections. Good agreement has been obtained between 
results obtained for K, by integration of the -pressure distribution and 

derived from drag measurements. In more recent tests by Taylor13 on a 
slender "Ogee" wing he found that the method underestimated the skin friction 
drag by about 1%. 

The second method uses the intermediate-enthalpy method suggested by 
Eckertl4 and i%naghanl5. It uses as a basis the Prandtl-Schlichting formula, 

i.e. 
cF 

= 0.46 (loglo Re) -2.6 

for incompressible flow, which is applscable over a much wider range of 
Reynolds numbers than the Blasius formula. For compressible flow both 
Ec,kert and Monaghan have shown that, over a wide range of Mach numbers and 1 

* Unpublished calculations by Professor J.C. Cooke and J.A. Beasley on 
wing 3 at M = 2.2. 
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temperatures, a close approximation to the local skin friction and heat 
transfer, is obtained if the physical properties of the azr appearing in the 
mcompressible flow formula are evaluated at a temperature T" corresponding to 
an enthalpy i* which is intermediate be&een those corresponding to ambient 
and surface conditions, 

The lntermedlate-enthalpy method g~.ves a value about 1% lower than the 
. first method for the skin friction coefflclent over the range of Reynolds 

numbers for which tests have been made. 

7.1.2 Fart-laminar boundary layer 

Yvhen the boundary layer is partly laminar, as in the case of the free 
transition result:, it LS necessary to make further simplifying assumptions 
about the transition process. Although it is knosrn that transition occurs 
over a region It has been assumed that transition occurs along some locus on 
the wing. This locus has been determined by oil flow using titanium ox'& 
mixed wrth a drop of oleia acid and the or1 as described by Stanbrook 12 . The 
method relies on the surface friction being different in the laminar and 
turbulent regions. Quite well defined p tterns are obtained, a photograph of 
wing 2 at a Reynolds number of 3.75 x 10 8 is g+ven in Fig.13. Almost the same 
locus was obtained by using the azobensene sublimation technique as described 
in references 9 and 17. 

. Having obtained tne 'point of transition' for each spanwise strip the 
momentum thickness was assumed to be continuous at transition. Otherwise the 
same simplifying assumptions and methods are used as in the case of the fully 
turbulent boundary layer. 

7.2 Effect on I<, of the skin friction estimates 

The zero lift wave drag factors (I(,) have been determlntd for wing 2 using 

all the above estimates for the skin friction and also malang an allowance for 
the influence of the sting on the pressure field. The allowance was quite small 
and included the contrzbuticn for the resrward-facing wing surface masked 
by the cylindrical sting and a contribution for the preseure field due to the 
sting on the rear of the rnng. Both these correctxns were estimated by linear 
theory. 

The results are given in Fig.14. There is some degree of uncertainty 
about the absolute magnitude of K. due to the uncertainty in estimating the 

skin friction even if the boundary layer is truly turbulent. The free-transition 
method gives a result in fair agreement with the fully-turbulent boundary layer 
method, there being only a difference of about .$ in K, between corresponding 

methods. 

i As mentioned previously, the skzn friction has been fairly accurately 
predicted in previous tests in the 8' x 8' supersonic tunnel at R.A.E. Bedford 
by Ncnaghan's origlnal methods for Reynolds numbers based on the wing length 
in the region of 107. The only real exception is in Taylor's tests where in 
this case the intermediate-enthalpy method would have g&ven an even bigger error. 
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Although Nonagham's original method is unlikely to give correct results 
at Reynolds numbers far removed from IO/, its use is juctlfxd, on past 
experience, in the present context where zero lift wave drag factors are 
required. 

7.3 Zero lift wave drag factors 

7.3.1 Results 

The derived zero lift wave drag factors (Ko) are given in Xgs.15 and 16 

at various Mach m;;lEe-s for wings 3 and IL In Pig.17 sinnlsr results sre given 
for all the wings tested at a hiach number of 2.01. These results have been 
derived from the results given in FSgs. 11 and 12 and have the same limitations 
at low Reynolds numb.rs as discussed in para.6.3, For the reasons given in the 
previous section all these results have been obtained using Ibnaghan's original 
method for the influence of the skin friction 011 the results. 

The results show very little influence of ReTynolds number except perhaps 
at M = 1.40. At this 1X-h number the results for -uin.g 3 tend to increase with 
increasing Reynolds nun:,er. This is consistant with a recompression occurring 
in the central region of the wing near the trailing edge as found during 
pressure medswements at Mach numbers up to II = 1.40 

,iO,lY" on this wing. 
. 

7.3.2 Comparisons with theoretical results 

Although some doubt has been tact in the precedsng sections about the 
estimation of the skin friction used in deriving the zero lift wave drag 
factors, tnis should not affect the relative changes in K. that have been 

measured between the wings of the series, provided t!ie akin friction is the 
same for all the wings in the series, otherwire changes in skin friction vi11 
appear as apparent changes in Ko. 

Table 3 gives a summary of all the results obtained at Reynolds numbers 
of I+ x IO6 and 8 x 106. :/here more than one value has been obtained at a 
Re 
17 7 

nolds number of i+ x 106 then the resulcn from the dashed cwves (Flgs.15 to 
have been used. The theoretical values for K. have also been given as 

derived from thin-wing theory and slender-body theory. A further column has 
been added giving AKo, tie difference betvgeen tne experxraental values for :',. 

and those given by thin-ving theory. 

i.e. AK 
0 = K. (measured) -"o (thin-xng theory) 

The results in Table 3 and Fig,19 indicate that the derived wave drag 
factors may be estimated fairly accurately by thin-wing theory; the maximum 
A$ for all the wings over the range of tests was only about 2% of K , Slender . 

0 

body theory on the other hand should not be relied upon since the condition of 

* In the tests reported in references 18 and 19 the Wang was supported 
from the undersurface so that the sting should not influence the measurements, 
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slenderness, that P2($xxxI be small compared vnth I$Dl + 1$,,1, is only achieved 

on wings with a pressure gradient that decreases to a very small value near the 
trailing edge. Such 3 vjing has the now well known Lord V area distrituticnzO. 

. %ng E of the present series is fairly 'smooth' and both theories give a K. of 

the same order, but for the other wings in the series the two theories give 

. completely different values for K. except when g-t 0. 
0 

All win s 
? 

of the series have the same volume and planform, The four 
coefficients equation 1) defining the area distribution have, therefore, been 
reduced to three independent pwmleterS which, vide eqn.1, define the thickness 
distribution of the series of models completely. The parameters chosen are 
sL$q+ ) and are gmen for all the wings in 

0 / co 
S"(l)/-+ , 

i Co 

F(O) 5 
/ ' Co 

Table 3. Although they are the derivatives of the area distribution at the 
trailing edge and nose of the wings a change in any one of them represents a 
change in the area distribution over the whole wing. For the six vrings of the 
saries all the parameters defining the wings are different but wing E has nearly 
the same values for S"(0) and S"(1) as for wing G. 

One of the original requirements of these tests was to examine the 
. influence of the trailing edge slope on K . 

0 
A plot has therefore been given of 

AK, against c,% (Fig.18). Based on the results for the wings for which 
0, co 

S’(l) is virtually the only variable (viz. E and G) there 1s a tendency for AK0 

to increase with S'(l). The results for wing 4, and perhaps, to a much lesser 
extent, wing 3, tend to deviate from thus trend. These wings have perticulerly 
extreme volume distributions (i.e. extreme values for S"(0) and S"(l)). The 
wm.gs of the present series give no information on the vwlatlon of AK0 with 

volume parameter (7) or with the planform shape. Although AI:, dO'S.9 ilOt SFFSSJ- 

to depend significantly on Reynolds number, within the range of tests made, AK0 

may include some contribution due to any difference in slun friction drag 
bet.leen the wings of the series. (In the analysis it has been assumed that at 
each Mach number, the skin friction was practically the same for all the wings 
of the series, no account being taken of the influence 'of pressure gradients.) 

In Fig.19 results are given for K. at several Mach numbers for wing 3 and 

wing E at Reynolds -numbers of 4 x IO6 and 8 x 106. Wing 3 has a much more 
extreme area distribution (Fig.2) and a much larger slope near the trailing 
edge than wing E. The results for both wings follow quite closely the same 

trends as the Mach number is changed except that at hl= ~ (t= 0.245) a 1.4 

marked drop in K has occurred for wing 3. As mentioned previously, a 
recompression ha8 been found to occur in the central region of this wing near 
the trailing edge at Marh numbers up to 1.4 (see para.7~.3.1). The drop in Kc 
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is consistent with such a recoqresoion. The change in Ko from wing E to 

wing 3 at the other Mach numbers is not as large as predicted by thin-wing 
theory; only about half the increase predicted has been measured. The 
slender-body theory values given on the figure indicate how sensitive this 
theory is to the condition of slenderness. Wing 3 is obviously not slender. 

a CONCLUSIONS 

Analysis of the measurements of the drag at zero lift highlights 
several problems that need solution before really adequate analysis of the 
results can be made. 

No adequate method exists for the estimation of the skin friction drag 
coefficient on three dimensional wings with, or without, pressure gradients. 

If measurements are made with free transition then not enough is knovm 
about the natural transition process, even on flat plates, to enable adequate 
skin friction estimates to be made. 

If attempts sre made to fix transition by distributed roughness not 
enough is known about the influence of the roughness on the boundary layer. 
It has also been shown that appreciable drag penalties may arise due to the 
grains. 

However, if the Reynolds number and model size are large enough for I 
relatively small grains to produce a non-laminsr boundary layer, then a 
method of extrapolation can be used without making the error inadmissibly 
large. After such an allowance has been made, and an allowance for the skin 

' friction, it is shown that the remaining drag may be estimated with reasonable 
accuracy by thin-wing theory. Slender-body theory should not be relied upon 
to give accurate zero lift wave drag factors. 

There is no evidence of any large dependence of the wave drag factors 
on Reynolds number except for wing 3 at a Mach number of 1.40 wnere it IS 
knovm that a form of transonio recompression exists near the wing trailing 
edge. 

On the assumption that the skin friction drag is unaffected, the results 
also suggest that thin-wing theory tends to overestimate the increase in drag 
as the trailing edge slope is increased, 

Further results for pessures measured on these wings and about the 
transonic behaviour will be communicated later. 
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LIZI! OF SYMBOLS 

AC> A,> A29 A3 = coefflclents which determine the shape of the wing 
(equation 1) 

cDc 
= measured drag at zero lift 

( x cD 0 
= cD for a wing with a fully turbulent boundary layer 

(Fig.10) 

= wave drag coefficient 

"CD 0 

c 
P 

a chenge in drag due to gradual Mach number change along 
axis of wznd tunnel (see appendix) 

P-P 
= pressure coefficient m 

i > 9 

” 0 0 = wing chord at centre line (12.00 inches) 

D = total drag 

Kc = zerc lift wave drag factor (equation 2) 

P = local pressure 

?a = ambient pressure 

9 = kinetic pressure of free stream 

M = mean free stream Mach number 

9 = semi span at the trailing edge 

s(t;) = cros8 sectional area in plane normal to free stream 

S' co, S" (5)' $5 first and second derivatives of S(E) with respect to (5) 

v = volume of the wing 

X# Yt 2 i :'._cartesian co-ordinates with the drigin at the apex of the 
i wing; x axis measured in the direction of the undisturbed 

stream; the z axis ncrmalto the ichordal plane of the wing 
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LIST 07 SYMBOLS (Continued) 

--- 
=./$-i 
=x 

c 
, the chordvxse statun as a fxction of the centre 

0 

line chord and measured from the apex 

= velocity potential 

= V/(planform area)3/2, a volume parameter 
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APPENDIX 

CC.RRECTION TO CD FOR U GPmUAz, MACH NUiviBER CiLlNGE LONG 
0 

THE AXI: OP "HIS mNG TUNmL 

If a Mach number gradient exists along the sxin of the empty wind tunnel 
in the region normally occupied by the model then a correction to the drag 

. measurements may be necessary. 

Let Hbe the average value of the Mach number and AM be the deFal+We 
from it; then the increment of drag is 

IThere hp,, A(Cpq) are the cwnges In pressure due to the Mach number gradient. 

If we assume that the changes 
of the wing so that AM = k(E - 'i) 

in Mach number are gradual over the chord 
and the flow 1s isentropic we get for fust 

s order changes in AM 

. AP 
-00 = -2 

9 M( 1 + 0. a?) 
A$1 (6) 

A(CFq) 
9 

I cp AZ t AC 
9 F 

4% = 2 - 1.4M Ah* 
9 ( M 

1 t 0.2!? > 

(7) 

The pressure coeffzoient (Cp) is dependent in { complicated way on the 

i Mach number, but it is sufficiently accurate, for the arguments of this 
appendix, to assume. it is inversely proportional to y. This gives 



Appendu 

so that on substituting in the integral for ACD we get 
0 

I 1 

ACD = 4 J' (A + BCP) (6 - 3) 
G/c 1 
-$- 325 d 

0 JY/s . 
0 

0 ii (11) 

where A = 
-21; B = o.-, and k 5.M 

--- t 
?$(I + o.2M2) 

x 
P2 

= Es the change in 

Mach number over the chord of the wing. 

Since the ratio B/A is not large and C 
P 

is small compared with unity 

the term FKphas only a smdl effect on the integrand. Further since the 

size of the pressure is closely related to the local surface slope the 
influence of ECp on the integrated result is very small. Hence we may take 

1 1 

ACD = 4 
a(z/cJ 

A(E - 3) a4 (12) 
0 

and on integrating by parts and reversing order of integratmn we get 

(13) 

z(tr, v/s) _ Z(E, 0) 
c C 

0 ( > 
‘-5 

0 

so that 

ACD = -2A 
0 

0 

(14) 
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The volume of the wing is given by the followmg equation 

so that the contribution to the drag coefficient i$ given by 

(1.5) 

. 

a1 where k = z , the change in Maach number over the chord of the wing. 

It will te noted that equation (15) states that the buoyancy correction 
to drag is the product of the pressure gradlent and the volume. 
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Re?. letter Coefficients 

or numb 0 r 
Ao / "r I A2 I A3 

-82.38 65.63 

-123.50 90.42 

-167.33 116.67 

-211.08 142.92 

125.75 I -58.83 

74.86 / -12.04i 

TABLE 2 -- 

Reynolds numbers Y 10" bused on cerItre line Ghord 
for a non-laminar boundary layer at or veqy 

close to the tisturblni: elements 

-I_ 

11 
hlcan grain 

\ 
size (in,) 

IS ach 
number Re based \,, 

on grain 
size ‘\ 

‘\ 

1 .4 1200 

3.58 1500 

2.01 i 2000 

2.19 : 2300 



I I 

Hach 2 Wine k. c 
! o 

3 l.lQ 0.2L.C E l.m 0.24: 
3 1.58 0.3oC 
E l.yz C.306 

1 2.01 0.136 
2 2.01 0.43 c 3 2.0: O&36 
4 2.01 0.436 
E 2.Cl 0.436 
c- 2.01 0.436 

3 2.19 0~87 
E, 2.15, 0.487 

m/z 
co / co3 

-16.0 
- 8.9 

-16 .o 
- 8.9 

-12.0 -125.0 
-1i.o -162.0 
-16.0 -2U0.0 
-18.0 -238.0 
- 6.9 - 31.4 
-17.34 - 34.68 

-16.0 
- 8.9 

S"(1) 1.2 
,/ 0‘3 

- 

-2CO.O 
- 31 .!,. 

-200.0 
- 31.4 

----- 

-2cG.o 
- 31.4 

TABLI: 3 

hmla ly of results 

T- 

-- 
28.0 

I 

I .cyo 
66.6 0.952 

I 

2P.0 

I 

1.021 
66.6 0.875 

--+--- 

x5 0.83C 
. 0.867 

28.0 0.915 
19.5 0.975 
66.6 0.755 
63.9 C.908 

28.0 
66.5 

; denael 
body 

theory 

0.641 
1 . ccl0 

C.413 
0 Ojj . . 

0.350 
0.213 
0.058 

-o.zoj 
0.92: 
O.jjO 

-0.045 
0.795 

1 

4 

i 

i 
-0 

experincnt 
-- 

Re 
‘, x :c 

0.920 
0.925 
___ ._ 
0.990 
0.875 
--- 
0,771 
0.777 
0.824 
0.898 
0.739 
0.788 
R.3 

B 
Re 

.x 1 7 x lOI 
-- 

-t- 0.834 C. 6~9 
0.729 f 2.729 
-_- --__ 

0.576 
0.930 

C.YS5 
C.895 

-- 

0.771 
c-791 
O.Ejl+ 
0.g15 
c.7411 
c.791 

-9.170 -O.lll, 
-2.027 -0.522 

-P.G31 -0.026 
-0.004 0.016 

-0.c59 -o.c:9 
-0.090 -0.c.76 

; 

-0.091 -O.osl 
-0.077 -0.060 
-0.016 -0.011 
-0.120 -c.117 

Re Ra _ 
4 x IO6 7 x 1Qb 

-0.055 -0.0~0 
I - 

+Q.CC:: +o.f.x9 

. . 
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